In this paper, we study the hub location problem with a power-law congestion cost and propose an exact solution approach. We formulate this problem in a conic quadratic form and use a strengthening method which rests on valid inequalities of perspective cuts in mixed integer nonlinear programming. In a numerical study, we compare two well known types of mathematical modeling in the hub-location problems which are solved with different branch and cut strategies. The strength and weakness of the formulations are summarized based on an extensive numerical study over the CAB data set.
Introduction
In many-to-many distribution networks, direct connections between every origin-destination pair are not either economical or practical. Therefore, it is often convenient to design networks using a hub-and-spoke structure. To route the traffic in these networks hub points are used, replacing direct connections with fewer indirect connections. Hubs are special facilities acting as consolidation, sorting, switching, and transshipment points in transportation and distribution systems. Instead of direct shipment, flows are concentrated at hub facilities to save transportation cost as a means to achieve economies of scale. Hub location problems cover wide ranges of real cases from the airline traffic flow (Yang, 2009) , cargo delivery (Alumur & Kara, 2009 ), telecommunication and computer networks (Saboury, Ghaffari-Nasab, Barzinpour, & Jabalameli, 2013; Yıldız & Karas ßan, 2015) and postal delivery (Ernst & Krishnamoorthy, 1996) . Hub location problems deal with location of the hubs and allocation of demand nodes to the located hub facilities. Depending on how non-hub nodes are allocated to hubs, the hub location problems could be divided into two basic types, single allocation and multiple allocation. In multiple allocation networks, each non-hub node is allowed to be allocated to more than one hub, while in the single allocation protocol, each demand node sends and receives flow through a single hub node. Another distinguishing feature is the inclusion of capacities in the model. Hub location problems could be divided into capacitated and uncapacitated problems based on their capacity limitation, which might be imposed on hub nodes (Ebery, Krishnamoorthy, Ernst, & Boland, 2000) or links connecting nodes (Rodriguez-Martin & Salazar-Gonzalez, 2008) . O'kelly (1986) can be named as the earliest research on hub location problem. Later, O'kelly (1987) presented the first quadratic formulation for the single allocation p-hub location problem. His model tries to minimize the total transportation cost. Campbell (1994) addressed linear formulations for both single and multiple allocation variants of the problem. Ernst and Krishnamoorthy (1996) formulated the problem in an alternative way with fewer variables and constraints which solves larger problems and shows better computational time performance. For earlier surveys, one can refer to Klincewicz (1998) and Bryan and O'Kelly (1999) . The reader is also referred to Farahani, Hekmatfar, Arabani, and Nikbakhsh (2013) and Alumur and Kara (2008) for more recent and detailed reviews on the hub location problems. Beside attempts to improve models and provide efficient solution techniques, the hub location field has experienced a high level of activity upon extension of the basic models to rather realistic situations. Issues such as hub location models in competitive context (Gelareh, Nickel, & Pisinger, 2010) , virtual hub location in the case of disruption in hubs (Taghipourian, Mahdavi, Mahdavi-Amiri, & Makui, 2012) , multimodal networks (Alumur, Yaman, & Kara, 2012) , robust models (Shahabi & Unnikrishnan, 2014) , models with fuzzy parameters (Yang, Liu, & Yang, 2013) and congestion on hub networks (De Camargo & Miranda, 2012; De Camargo, Miranda Jr, Ferreira, & Luna, 2009; Elhedhli & Hu, 2005; Elhedhli & Wu, 2010) are among these main extensions. While locating hubs and aggregating flows in order to benefit economic of scale is the main advantage of hub and spoke networks it has an undesired consequence. By consolidating the flow, congestion happens in hub centers or throughout the links. Elhedhli and Hu (2005) study a single hub location problem with congestion cost. They consider a power function as the congestion cost and propose a Lagrangian relaxation based heuristic to decompose the problem into a smaller subproblems. They use an iterative approach to linearize the nonlinear terms in the objective function. Later De Miranda (2012) and De Camargo et al. (2009) introduced an adapted congestion cost function in which the congestion cost is imposed only after a given flow threshold. They respectively proposed single and multiple allocation hub location problems with fixed setup costs for hubs and developed a benders decomposition solution approach. In their studies, a Lagrangian approach is employed to solve the subproblems with KKT optimality conditions and get rid of nonlinear terms in the objective function. Then the nonlinear terms are isolated in one of the subproblems and dealt with linearization or KKT and no nonlinear optimization part is fed to the commercial solvers.
All of these works have been modeled as the mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) form based on the formulation of Campbell (1994) . This formulation employs more number of variables and constraints than the formulation of Ernst and Krishnamoorthy (1996) , which leads to costly computational effort. However, the structure of constraints in Campbell's model is suitable for relaxation and obtaining decomposed sub-problems.
In this paper, we deal with nonlinear terms by employing conic quadratic (MICQP) reformulation instead of linearization method which is used in Elhedhli and Hu (2005) . The Campbell based MINLP model is converted to a mixed integer conic quadratic programming which can be efficiently solved via CPLEX and some other solvers. Furthermore, benefiting from the fact that our method does not use any relaxation or decomposition we develop and solve Ernst-Krishnamoorthy based MICQP formulation and demonstrate the dominance of this formulation in larger problems.
We have also benefit from an alternative strengthened version of our conic quadratic formulations which rests on the perspective cut as defined in Frangioni and Gentile (2006) and investigated further in Günlük and Linderoth (2008) . This strengthening method has also been used by Aktürk, Atamtürk, and Gürel (2009) in a scheduling problem, and by Koca, Yaman, and Aktürk (2015) for a stochastic lot sizing problem.
We contribute to the literature with proposing an efficient exact solution method to the problem introduced by Elhedhli and Hu (2005) . We propose two mathematical models which are strengthened by applying quadratic reformulation and using perspective cut. Moreover, in our numerical study, we compare both models under two relaxation methods of branch and cut procedure.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in the next section we introduce the problem, notations and two different mathematical programming formulations. In Section 3, we discuss how to reformulate the models in the form of conic quadratic programming and how to obtain tighter formulations. In Section 4, we provide an extensive numerical study and sensitivity analysis to compare the efficiency of different formulations and solution approaches. Finally, we summarize our main findings and give directions to future studies.
Problem statement and formulations
In this section we provide two mixed integer nonlinear programming formulations for the single allocation p-hub location problem under congestion cost (SApHLC). Given a complete network GðN; AÞ of jNj nodes and jAj arcs with a deterministic demand on the flow from each node i 2 N to j 2 N, the problem is to locate p numbers of the nodes as hubs and assign each non-hub node to a hub in order to minimize total cost. The flows among the hubs are transited by the discount factor of a. In addition to the basic model, it is assumed that each hub incurs a cost called congestion cost which is a nonlinear convex function of the total flow, u, entering to that hub in the form of f ðuÞ ¼ au b . The distance and demand between node i and j are denoted by C ij and W ij , respectively. In the following formulations, let z ik be the binary variable which gets 1 when the node i is assigned to the hub k, and takes 0, otherwise. Therefore, total flow arriving to the hub k can be stated as
Campbell's formulation
Let x ijkl denote the assignment of the node i and j to hubs k and l, respectively by taking value of 1. Then our problem can be represented as follows:
s:t:
z ik 6 z kk 8i; k;
In the objective function (1), the parameters
denote the unit transition cost from node i to j using nodes k and l as their corresponding hubs. The second group of the terms correspond to the total congestion costs in the hub nodes. Constraint (2) ensures that each node should be assigned to exactly one hub; while (3) guarantees that non-hub nodes have to be assigned only to hub nodes. Constraint (4) forces the number of hubs which is a given number p. Eq. (5) indicates that the total flow from i to j, reaches to node j from hub l. Similarly (6) ensures that the total flow transited from i to j should first pass through hub k. The last constraint defines the types of the variables. In practice, variables x ijkl do not need to be defined in the discrete form and their LP relaxation leads to an integral solution (see Campbell, 1994) .
Ernst-Krishnamoorthy's formulation
Let Y ikl be the total flow starting from node i and passes through hubs k and l. The parameters O i and D i denote the total leaving and entering flow of node i.
. Then, our problem can also be stated as below:
s:t: ð2Þ-ð4Þ;
In the objective (8), the first summation group corresponds to the transportation cost between non-hub and hub nodes, the second reflects the inter-hubs costs and the last group, similar to the previous model, indicates the congestion costs. Constraints (2)- (4), appear the same as the previous model with the same purpose. Constraint (9) is called divergence equation of the flow originating from node i at the node k.
Conic quadratic reformulation
An optimization problem with a linear objective function and inequality constraints of the form w 2 6 uv (u; w 2 R þ ) is called a conic quadratic programming (or, second order cone programming, SOCP) problem. In this section, we describe how we can reformulate our models with general power function terms (such as U a=b with a > b; a; b 2 Q þ ) in a conic quadratic form. Reformulation of the above models into the SOCP form rests on replacing the nonlinear (power) terms of the congestion costs with the appropriate linear terms in the objective function and adding their equivalent set of cone constraints to the models. b. A cone constraint of the form x y 6 z, where the norm k Á k denotes the Euclidean norm, is a standard cone.
Remark. A rotated cone can be written in the standard form of 2w
A function f is conic quadratic representable if its epigraph (epiðf Þ ¼ fðu; rÞjf ðuÞ 6 rg) can be equivalently stated by cone constraints. The epigraph inequality of our congestion cost function appears as in (11) U a=b 6 r: ð11Þ Alizadeh and Goldfarb (2003) , Nesterov and Nemirovsky (1992) and Nemirovski (2001) provide the related techniques for this purpose to diverse groups of functions. Among those, we know that an inequality of the form
can be expressed by at most 2 m À 1 cone constraints.
The key point is that the exponent of the LHS and the number of variables in the RHS should be equal and a complete power of 2. Thus, the following Lemma is the starting point of our quadratic reformulation procedure. We need to multiply both side of (11) by required number of U variables and then add required number of dummy 1 variables to the RHS. Proof. Follows directly from algebra. For illustration, in the following table we provide the conic representation of the power functions that appear in our numerical studies.
To reformulate the [SApHLC-C] and [SApHLC-EK] models in the SOCP form we replace the parenthetic nonlinear congestion cost of
, with linear term r k , add the below auxiliary constraints (13) together with the corresponding quadratic equivalent of the cone constraints as appeared in Table 1 for each hub k.
As shown in Table 1 , the number of required cone constraints depends on the exponent of the power function which in turn may affect the problem solving time. In other word, dealing with smaller exponents closed to linear function does not mean that we would expect a faster solving time.
A tighter formulation using perspective cut
Here, we modify the cone representation of the congestion cost based on the following valid inequality
When z kk ¼ 1, clearly RHS and LHS become the same. While in the case of z kk ¼ 0 the equality of LHS and RHS comes from the fact that node k is not a hub and experiences no congestion, that is,
Now, to build cone constraints we start with RHS of (14) and replace all dummy '1' variables in Table 1 with the binary variables z kk : Table 2 depicts this transformation. This approach provides a tighter formulation and the reason is discussed as follows. The mixed-integer rotated cone constraints include binary variable z, form triples ðx; y; zÞ in R 2 Â B and applying LP relaxation would provide their convex hull. This is formally stated in the Lemma 1 of Günlük and Linderoth (2008) which we restate as below proposition. Proposition 1. The Convex hull of the set S ¼ fðx; y; zÞ 2 R 2 Â f0; 1gjx 2 6 y; Lx 6 x 6 Ux; x; y P 0g is S c ¼ fðx; y; zÞ 2 R 3 ;
x 2 6 yz; Lx 6 x 6 Ux; 0 6 z 6 1; x; y P 0g where L and U denote the lower and upper bounds. Now, we illustrate the two conic quadratic reformulated models for the case of f ðUÞ ¼ aU 11=10 . The formulations for other two Table 1 Illustration of quadratic reformulation. 
s:t: ð2Þ-ð7Þ;
U k ; w ik P 0; 8i; k: In the above formulations, the constraints (16)- (19) are standard cone representation of U 11=10 k 6 r k given in Table 2 .
Numerical study
The data set used for our computational experiments is the commonly used CAB data set. A single discount factor level a ¼ 0:2; p 2 f3; 4g number of hubs and the congestion cost function parameters are set to a 2 f0:1; 1; 10g and b 2 f1; 1:1; 1:3; 1:5g as in Elhedhli and Hu (2005) . The models have been tested for four subsets, N 2 f10; 15; 20; 25g, where each subset includes 24 (=p Â a Â b ¼ 2 Â 3 Â 4) instances. The formulations were coded and compiled via C++ language with GCC compiler calling ILOG CPLEX 12.5.1 with ILOG Concert Technology. We have used a PC with 4 GB RAM and Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Quad CPU Q8300 2.5 GHz to execute our codes. The MIQCP barrier optimizer was selected with the time limit of 20 min. All the CPLEX cuts were disabled and the solver's MIP tolerance was set as 0.05%.
The overall results of the Compell [C.SApHLC-C] and ErnstKrishnamoorthy [C.SApHLC-EK] formulations with different settings are summarized in Table 3 . The column labeled with 'r.s.' denotes the relaxation strategy at branch and cut procedure of the solver which is either linear relaxation (LP) or quadratic constraints relaxation (QCP). The column entitled 'c.c.' specifies the Table 2 Illustration of tighter quadratic reformulation where z 2 f0; 1g corresponds to hub opening variable. Elhedhli and Hu (2005) in the column D. The numbers in this column reflect the difference between our objective values and theirs. The corresponding parameters and optimal hubs in each of the 24 instances are given in these tables. For all subsets, N, in the presence of higher congestion cost (a = 1, b = 1.5) a relatively significant improvement are observed with respect to benchmark's objective values. By comparing the execution times in the 'cpu' column it can be concluded that [C.SApHLC-EK] formulation outperforms the other as the size of the network, N, increases.
The execution time comparisons are illustrated in Fig. 1 : (a)-(h). The computational effort difference becomes more significant when congestion cost increases. The left part of the figure depicts the instances with 3 hubs and the right part corresponds to 4-hub instances but both groups follow almost the same trend. Beside the computational comparisons discussed above, we have investigated the effect of the congestion cost on the flow distribution over the hubs. In the presence of significant congestion costs, traffic distributions become more balanced among the hubs. This pattern is depicted in Fig. 2: (a)-(g) where each bar of the charts presents the proportion of the total traffic passes throughout each hub.
Conclusion and future study directions
In this paper we studied the hub location problem with congestion and we proposed two conic quadratic formulations, [C.SApHLC-C] and [C. SApHLC-EK] . To the best our knowledge, it is the first time that Ernst and Krishnamoorthy (1996) based formulation is used for the hub location problem with nonlinear congestion cost. We also made our formulations stronger by applying a type of valid inequality so called perspective cut in mixed integer nonlinear programming. To investigate the behavior of these formulations, two relaxation strategies were imposed. Performances of the proposed formulations were examined over the CAB data set. The numerical results reveal that both of our proposed formulations perform better than the benchmark results of Elhedhli and Wu (2010) . Moreover, [C.SApHLC-EK] formulation dominates the [C.SApHLC-C] one in terms of computational effort.
For the future research, the problem can be extended for congestion consideration over connecting links. Also, investigating hub capacity planning models with capacity based congestion cost function would be an interesting research direction.
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